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Turbulence in the ISM

We have known for a long time the ISM is 

turbulent.
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●1970s scintillation in Pulsars
●1980s Molecular Cloud turbulence
●1990s Linking small and large scale turbulence

●Theory?



Turbulence

COSMIC RAYS

GALACTIC DYNAMO

STAR FORMATION

STELLAR ATMOSPHERES
ISM STRUCTURES

ACCRETION DISCS



Gravoturbulent 
star formation

Turbulence → MC Structure → Star Formation

Goldsmith et al 2008



The Problem with turbulence

Werner Heisenberg*

‘‘When I meet God, I am going to ask 

him two questions: Why relativity? And 

why turbulence?

I really believe he will have an answer 

for the first.’’

Getting there!

?

*also attributed to Lamb



The Problem with turbulence

Werner Heisenberg

‘‘When I meet God, I am going to ask 

him two questions: Why relativity? And 

why turbulence? I really believe he will 

have an answer for the first.’’

NON - LINEAR

YUCK!



So what is turbulence?

CHAOS?

?



Seeing Order in Chaos
KOLMOGOROV:
Self Similar Cascade  E(k) ~ k^(5/3)

Let’s study turbulence statistically!



Turbulence in the ISM

(Armstrong et al., 1995;

Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010)

Large ranges!

Energy Cascades

Large scale => Injection

Small scale => Dissipation

Kolmogorov



Statistics

Density PDF - Lognormal

Sonic Mach number
~ to PDF width

ISM turbulence highly
supersonic (M

S 
~ 6-10 )

(Klessen, 2001)
M

S
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Statistics

(Klessen, 2001)
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Density PDF - Lognormal

Sonic Mach number
~ to PDF width

ISM turbulence highly
supersonic (M

S 
~ 6-10 )

This is what is going to form stars



What about photo-
ionization?

●Star formin regions often have OB 

assossiations!

●Large amounts of ionizing radition

●Medium gets largerly ionized!

●What does that do to the turbulence?



The code
:

AMUN  + Monte Carlo RT

Only H ionization is tracked

Uses a two temperature
approach



The code
AMUN  + Monte Carlo RT



The simulations



Statistics

●3D statistics:

●The whole picture

●2D statistics

●What we actually

observe



Statistics

VELOCITY PS

DENSITY PS

COL. DEN. PDF

DENSITY PDF

CHANGE

CHANGE

NO CHANGE

NO CHANGE



Statistics

More dense structures

Decrease of  low density structures

What is happening here?

Ionization

Increase in Temperature

Increase the Sound Speed

Increase the Mach Number

Shock Compressibility decreases!



Statistics

●But that does not 

alter the structure of 

the gas!

●Voids are still voids 

and filaments are still 

filaments



Summary

● Turbulence is a key process in star formation
● Ionization feedback heat up the surrounding 
medium
● Disctribution of densities is decreased in the warm 
gas due to the reduced effects of shocks
●This does not alter the power spectrum though so it 
should still reproduced the statistics of the original 
turbulence!


